
Left to Right: Jim Troy, Zachary Turek, Colin Amaral, Rob McClellan, Tom Harding

October 3rd (Dublin, OH) - On a perfect autumn day, 80 TaylorMade Staff Professionals came

together to play the incredible Jack Nicklaus designed Muirfield Village Golf Club. Host golf

professional Larry Dornisch and staff provided a perfect venue at an iconic facility.

Colin Amaral, The Country Club at Mirasol fired an impressive 2-under par round that earned

him top honors and a spot in the National Championship at Pebble Beach. Finishing solo 2nd

place was Zachary Turek, Youghiogheny Country Club, who shot a 1-under par round of 71.

Rob McClellan, Butler Country Club, and Jim Troy, Golf Performance Academy, tied for 3rd

place shooting even par.

 



ABOUT TAYLORMADE GOLF

About TaylorMade Golf Company

Headquartered in Carlsbad, California, TaylorMade Golf is a leading manufacturer of high performance golf
equipment with industry-leading innovative products like M1 and M2 metalwoods, M1 and M2 irons and
TP5/TP5X golf balls. TaylorMade is also a major force on the PGA TOUR with one of the strongest athlete
portfolios in golf, that includes world no.1 Dustin Johnson and five of the current Top 15 in the world.

Randy Deitz, Tom Harding & Keith Ohr all fired 73 resulting in a three way tie for 5th place. In

the sudden-death playoff, Tom Harding, Miles of Golf, hit an unbelievable approach to 2 feet

and tapped in for birdie to secure the final qualifying spot at Pebble Beach.

Congratulations to Jeff Carlson, Thousand Oaks Golf Club, Grand Rapids, Michigan, who was

selected as a sponsor's exemption into the National Championship at Pebble Beach. Jeff was

selected through a blind draw of staff professionals who were recognized for their outstanding

support of the TaylorMade brand through staff longevity and business accomplishments.

Congratulations to the qualifiers and many thanks to everyone for their support.  Without your

participation the event could not have been a success!
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